Reading Comprehension Story Form curriculum by Language Circle Enterprises® is designed to assist primary through adult-aged learners in “breaking open” text, using multisensory strategies to explore narrative literature.

Teaches a process to interact with narrative literature to prepare students for all academic reading. Activities are specifically structured to help students explore fiction texts through the study of story structure, analysis, and sequential story form.

Higher level thinking skills are promoted through Bloom’s Taxonomy. These strategies teach students to analyze, synthesize, and use evaluative thinking.

**MATERIALS**

**Story Form Literature Connection:**
- Story Form Literature Connection Guide
- Literature Connection Student Practice Sheets on CD-ROM
- Primary Story Puzzle
- Primary Story Boards (set of 10)
  - Story Type Wheel Puzzle Poster Set
  - Questions to Ask About the Story Poster
  - Story Chart Poster
  - Genre Flavors Sprinkles Posters (set of 8)
  - Author’s Writing Techniques Poster Set

**Story Form Comprehension:**
- Story Form Comprehension Guide
- Story Form Comprehension Student Practice Sheets - CD-ROM
- Intermediate Story Puzzle
- Intermediate Story Boards (set of 10)
  - Essential Classroom Materials

**STORY FORM CONCEPTS & SKILLS OVERVIEW**

**Story Parts**
- Primary
  - Setting
  - Characters
  - Action
  - Problem/Wish
  - Turning Point
  - Message
- Intermediate
  - Setting
  - Protagonist/Antagonist
  - Conflict
  - Rising Action/Climax/Falling Conflict
  - Interpretive theme

**Story Types**
- Human Interest
- Fantasy
- Realistic Animal
- Mystery
- Legend
- Historical Fiction
- Biography
- Adventure

**Reading Comprehension Skills**
- Primary
  - Dialogue
  - Characterization
- Intermediate
  - Flashback
  - Foreshadowing
  - Personification
  - Satire
  - Dialect
  - Mood
  - Humor
  - Imagery
  - Metaphor/Simile
  - Symbolism

**Questioning Strategies**
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